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Dear Canpals 

 

 

It is C B O A, it’s massive membership and committed cadres have achieved the historical benefits 

and vacancies when the Industry is facing the crisis. 

 

A small clarification on promotion. 

 

1. There are two relevant dates in case of promotions. 

One is eligible date  

Another is effective date. 

 

2. The effective date of promotion in one cadre will decide the eligibility during the next elevation. 

 

3. Till 2010, when the promotions were decided by the respective banks, the eligible date was 1st 

January and the effective date was 1st April with three months gap. 

 

4. After 2010, the Government has announced the uniform date for the PSBs and as per the 

directions, 

the eligible date is 1st April and the effective date become up to June with the same three months 

gap. 

 

5. It comes in the way of getting eligibility during the next promotion, as it was happening earlier too, 

but, since it is uniformly applied to all, the level playing field is ensured. 

 

6. As per the guidelines, the number of eligible persons shall be three times of the vacancies, means, 

if the vacancies are 100, eligible persons shall be 300 only. 

 

7. In case we are not having three times, the eligible years can be reduced from three years to two 

years. 
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8. But, since we are always getting more than three times, the question of relaxation does not arise. 

 

9. Still with an objective to get fresh blood we are always adding new batch at the cost of the non 

promotee seniors. 

 

10. It may be noted that the BOI recently introduced five years for getting the eligibility. 

 

11. With the average age of the bank became 39 years, the seniors are the persons who are recruited 

after 2009 who could not get their promotions unfortunately for want of vacancies. 

 

11. With an noble idea to give respect to such of those officers who joined earlier, 60% vacancies are 

earmarked, of course with a condition that any unfilled vacancies in normal channel will be 

considered under merit channel. 

 

12. Further, the waiting list is also maintained to fill up the vacancies falling due to any possible 

reversions too. 

 

13. Besides, deserving persons may seek promotion on submitting appeal too which would be 

considered on merits, over and above the declared vacancies. 

 

So dear friends, NO ILL FEELINGS FOR ANYBODY WHO MAY BE MISSING THE 

ELIGIBILITY ON FEW MONTHS AS 

 

1. It is a Government guidelines. 

2. The promotion is offered to the officers joined earlier. 

3. You will also would get your chance by your ever performing CANARA BANK AND C B O. A. 

 

Let’s wish them wholeheartedly. 

 

 

 

*G V Manimaran* 

*General Secretary* 

 

 


